ETHONY'S

ROT
31 DA2Y0 2S2 POR OFMTP A
TS
Share your
journey on your
fav social
platform

#31daysoftarot

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

What Tarot
goodies did the
holidays bring?

What are your
top Tarot decks
of 2021?

What are your
top Oracle decks
of 2021?

DAY 4

DAY 5

DAY 6

What Tarot books
did you read in
2021? Would you
recommend?

What was your
best / worst /
memorable 2021
Tarot moment?

What card
stalked you in
2021?

DAY 7

DAY 8

DAY 9

Your most
worked with
Tarot deck in
2021, and why?

Share one of the
new things you
learnt about
Tarot last year.

The top decks
on your wish list
now

DAY 10

DAY 11

DAY 12

Your top
underrated Tarot
decks

How can you put
a positive spin
on the Death
card?

Describe how
tarot plays a
meaningful part
in your practice

DAY 13

DAY 14

DAY 15

Tarot decks that
you want to work
with more in
2022

Oracle Decks
that you want to
work with more
in 2022

Do you have any
Tarot self-care
rituals for your
personal practice?
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Share your
journey on your
fav social
platform

DAY 16

Have you ever
turned someone
from a Tarot
non-believer to a
enthusiast?

DAY 19

#31daysoftarot

DAY 17

DAY 18

Which tarot decks
give you the most
insight from the
imagery and
symbolism?

What is your
"go-to" Tarot
book and why?

DAY 20

What Tarot card
do you lookout
for the most
when you get a
new deck? Why?

If you don't like a
specific card in a
deck does it ruin
the deck for you?
How?

DAY 22

DAY 23

What deck gives
you the heebiejeebies?

DAY 25

What Tarot card
do you feel best
represents you
(art, meaning,
vibe)? Why?

DAY 21
Do you read
reversals? Why
or why not?

DAY 24

What is your
favourite tarot
spread at the
moment?

Where would you
like to be with your
tarot practice in 10
years?

DAY 26

DAY 27

If you were on a
deserted island,
which 5 decks do
you want to have?
Why?

What's your
sassiest Tarot
deck? Why?

DAY 28

DAY 29

DAY 30

DAY 31

What is your
most gentle
Tarot deck?
Why?

Share one Tarot
myth you used to
believe and why
you stopped?

Thoughts on
Tarot becoming
"mainstream"?

How do you pick
your Tarot decks
for readings?
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